ABSTRACT. We study a class of generalized expansive dynamical systems for which at most countable orbits can be accompanied by an arbitrary given orbit. Examples of different levels of generalized expansiveness are constructed.
INTRODUCTION
The classical term of unstable homeomorphism ( now known as expansiveness) first introduced by Utz in [17] , which is used to study the dynamical behavior saying roughly that every orbit can be accompanied by only one orbit with some certain constant. It is clear that expansiveness implies the notion of sensitivity, which is the kernel in the definition of Devaney's chaos [4] . Hence expansiveness property involves a large class of dynamical systems exhibiting chaotic behavior, and nowadays an extensive literature has been developed on this property and its generalizations, see [1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14, 12, 16, 17, 18] and references therein for more knowledge.
Among all the generalizations, the notion of n-expansiveness originally introduced in [14] is an interesting one. Roughly speaking it loosens restriction to every orbit allows at most n companion orbits with a certain constant. Note that the notion of positive n-expansiveness can be similarly defined when positive orbits are considered instead. Then the question that whether these generalized expansive systems can share the properties of the classical ones or not, was addressed naturally. It turns out that both positive and negative answers were provided in [14] , and one particular result is that there are infinite compact metric spaces carrying positively n-expansive homeomorphisms for some n ∈ N (see [14, Theorem 4.1] ), which differ from the positively expansive ones.
Another natural question posed in [14] is that whether there are examples of compact metric spaces admitting fixed level of positively generalized expansive homeomorphisms, i.e. positively n-expansive homeomorphisms that are not positively n − 1-expansive for some integer n ≥ 2. Note that Morales partially solved this question by showing this is true for n = 2 k (k ∈ N) (see [14, Propostion 3.4] ). By the same spirit we can ask this classification question for all the generalized expansiveness. In [3] the authors gave an example of a 2-expansive homeomorphism on surface which is not expansive, and the general examples are still open. It is worth mentioning that A. Artigue [1] recently introduced another variant notion of expansiveness, say (m, l)-expansiveness for given integer number m > l ≥ 1, which presents a fine division among n-expansiveness (see [1, Table 1 ] for basic hierarchy), but the examples to distinguish all different hierarchies are not available too.
According to the cardinality of companion orbits, Artigue and Carrasco-Olivera in [2] further generalize expansiveness to ℵ 0 -expansiveness, where ℵ 0 is the first countable ordinal number, and they proved that ℵ 0 -expansive homeomorphism is equivalent to another form of generalized expansive homeomorphism in the measurable sense (see [2, Theorem 2 
.1]).
In this paper for simplicity we introduce the notion of essential n-expansiveness (resp. essential ℵ 0 -expansiveness) to express n-but not n − 1-expansiveness (resp. countable but not finite expansiveness), and the positively essential ones are similar to introduce. One can turn to Section 2 for the precise definitions and their basic properties. In the sequential Section 3 and Section 4, examples of all different levels of the generalized positive expansiveness and expansiveness are given, which completely solve the question left in [14] (see Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.1). Among other things, when the space considered has countable cardinality, it turns out that there is no compact metric space carrying positively n-expansive homeomorphism for any n ∈ N (see Theorem 3.2), which extends the classical result in some sense (compare with [9, 12] Non-wandering points play an important role in the study of dynamical systems. Parallel to this classical theory, D. Kwietniak et al in [11] introduced the notions of multi-non-wandering point and the corresponding van der Waerden center and depth. In this paper as a corollary of Theorem 4.3 we demonstrate that the van der Waerden depth is a countable ordinal and for every countable ordinal α there exists a compact metric system with van der Waerden depth equal to α (see Corollary 4.6). It answers positively a conjecture left open in [11] .
DEFINITIONS AND BASIC PROPERTIES
In this paper a topological dynamical system (abbr. t.d.s.) is a pair (X , T ), where X is a compact metric space and T : X → X is a homeomorphism from X into itself. When discussing the positive notions, we may loosen T to a continuous surjective map. Also, throughout this paper we denote N, Z + , Z and R by the sets of positive integers, nonnegative integers, integers and real numbers, respectively.
when T is not required to be a homeomorphism. We often write
when the acting map T is clear from the context.
Definition 2.1 ([17, 5])
. A homeomorphism (resp. continuous surjective map) T is said to be expansive (resp. positively expansive) if there is an expansive constant δ > 0 for T such that for every
In [14] Morales first introduced the notion of n-expansiveness, which is a natural generalization of the usual expansiveness. Definition 2.2. Let n ∈ N. A homeomorphism (resp. continuous surjective map) T is said to be n-expansive (resp. n-positively expansive) if there is an n-expansive constant δ > 0 for T such that for every x ∈ X , Γ δ [x] (resp. Φ δ [x]) has at most n elements.
Clearly 1-expansiveness is just the classical expansiveness. Now by ℵ 0 denote the first countable cardinality. In the same spirit Artigue and Carrasco-Olivera [2] extend the expansiveness to the following case: Definition 2.3. A homeomorphism (resp. continuous surjective map) T is said to be
) has at most countable elements.
Definition 2.4. we call a homeomorphism T is essentially n/ℵ 0 -expansive (resp. essentially positively n/ℵ 0 -expansive) if it is n/ℵ 0 -expansive (resp. positively n/ℵ 0 -expansive) and for any δ > 0 there is at least one point x such that the cardinality of
It is easy to see that a homeomorphism T is essentially n-expansive (resp. ℵ 0 -expansive) if and only if it is n-but not n − 1-expansive (resp. countable but not finite expansive). The equivalence for the corresponding positive cases are similar to achieve. Remark 2.5. We have the following facts:
(1) Another way to give the above concepts is to generalize the notion of generator introduced by Keynes and Robertson [9] . That is, T is n/ℵ 0 -expansive if and only if there is a finite open cover α of X for T such that if for every bisequence {A n } ∞ n=−∞ of members of α, Card(∩ ∞ n=−∞ T −n A n ) is at most n/ℵ 0 . Here Card(·) means the cardinality of the set.
From this definition we can easily see that n/ℵ 0 -expansiveness is a topological conjugacy invariant, and it is independent of the metric as long as the metric induces the topology of X (although the n/ℵ 0 -expansive constant does change). (2) It is clear that n-expansiveness implies ℵ 0 -expansiveness for any n ∈ N and n-expansiveness implies m-expansiveness for any m ≥ n ∈ N.
(3) A subsystem of an (essentially) (resp. positively) n/ℵ 0 -expansive t.d.s. is (resp. positively) n/ℵ 0 -expansive.
Let (X , T ) be a t.d.s. We say x ∈ X is a periodic point if T n x = x for some n ∈ N, and a fixed point if such n = 1. Denote by Per(X , T ) (resp. Fix(X,T)) the set of all periodic (resp. fixed) points. Now put
Call some point x has converging semi-orbits under T if both α(x) and ω(x) consist of a single point. Put CS(X , T ) as the collection of all points having converging semi-orbits under T . It is well known that under the classical expansiveness assumption Fix(X,T) is finite (see [18, Theorem 5 .26]) and Per(X , T ) and CS(X , T ) are countable ( for instance [17, 
Proof.
(1) We only prove that T is n/ℵ 0 -expansive if and only if so is T k , and the other cases are similar. Since T is continuous, there is ε > 0 such that whenever
for all x ∈ X , which yields the necessity. On the other hand, we clearly have
, so the sufficiency holds.
(2) Note that Per(X , T ) = k∈N Fix(X , T k ), by (1) it suffices to show Fix(X , T ) is finite whenever T is n-expansive. Choose the n-expansive constant δ > 0 for T . Let 
However Card(A) is infinite which contradicts the definition of δ . The proof ends.
(3) Assume that T is ℵ 0 -expansive with ℵ 0 -expansive constant δ > 0. First to claim that Fix(X , T ) and Per(X , T ) are countable. Similar as before it remains to prove Fix(X , T ) is countable whenever T is ℵ 0 -expansive. If not we apply the same manner to obtain a ball with radius δ /2 containing uncountable fixed points, which yields a contradiction with the ℵ 0 -expansive constant δ . This proves the claim. Now we show CS(X , T ) is also countable. Enumerate the countable set of fixed points as z 1 , z 2 , . . . . Consider the decomposition that
where
Clearly CS(i, j, k) is compact. Since the countable union of countable sets is still countable, so if CS(X , T ) is uncountable, there are i 0 , j 0 , k 0 such that CS(i 0 , j 0 , k 0 ) is uncountable. On the other hand, by compactness we have
with the choice of δ . The proof is completed.
We know that an interval or unit circle carries no expansive homeomorphisms (see for instance [16] and [18, Theorem 5 .27]). Now we generalize these results to the case of ℵ 0 -expansive homeomorphisms.
Corollary 2.7.
There is no ℵ 0 -expansive homeomorphism of a compact interval. Proof. If T is an ℵ 0 -expansive homeomorphism on unit circle S 1 , then by Corollary 2.7 and Remark 2.5(3) it has no fixed points.
Proof. By Theorem 2.6(1) we can assume that T is orientation-preserving (if necessary replace T by T 2 ). If T is an
By [18, Theorem 6.18] there is a continuous surjection φ : S 1 −→ S 1 and a minimal rotation S : S 1 −→ S 1 such that φ T = S φ , and for each z ∈ S 1 the set φ −1 (z) is either a point or closed interval. If each set φ −1 (z) is a point, then φ is a homeomorphism and T is not ℵ 0 -expansive because the minimal rotation S is equicontinuous. Assume that for some z 0 the set φ −1 (z 0 ) is a closed interval of positive length. Since φ T = S φ , the sets {T −l φ −1 (z 0 ) : l ∈ Z} are mutually disjoint closed intervals. For any δ > 0 we can choose N such that if |l| ≥ N the length of T −l φ −1 (z 0 ) is less than δ . Then by continuity of T we can find a subinterval A of φ −1 (z 0 ) with length less than some ε > 0 such that for any
Next we study the relationship between ℵ 0 -expansive homeomorphisms and dimension. The definition and basic properties of dimension can be found in the book of Hurewicz and Wallman [6] . Now we recall the notion of continuum-wise expansive homeomorphism, which is another form of generalization first introduced by Kato [7] .
By a continuum we mean a compact metric and connected non-degenerated space. A subcontinuum is a continuum which is a subset of a space. Definition 2.9. Let (X , T ) be a t.d.s. The homeomorphism T is continuum-wise expansive if there exists a constant δ > 0 such that for any nondegenerate sub-
The following lemma can be easily deduced from definitions, one can also refer to [3, 2] . Here we provide the details for the sake of completeness.
Proof. By definition if X is 0-dimensional then T is always continuum-wise expansive. Now assume dim X > 0. Let A be any non-degenerate subcontinuum of X and x ∈ A. Then Card(A) contains uncountable elements by the non-degeneracy. Since T is ℵ 0 -expansive and assume the ℵ 0 -expansive constant is δ > 0, then there exists a point y ∈ A \ Γ δ [x] . This implies that d(T n x, T n y) > δ for some n ∈ Z, and then diam(T n A) > δ . Thus T is continuum-wise expansive with respect to δ , completing the proof.
An famous theorem by Mañè [13] says that a compact metric space X that admits an expansive homeomorphism T is finite dimensional and every minimal set of (X , T ) is 0-dimensional. Later Kato [7, Theorem 5.2] proved that this theorem can be improved to the continuum-wise expansiveness case. By Lemma 2.10 we immediately have the following theorem. Remark 2.12. Note that when T is a 2-expansive homeomorphism defined on a compact boundaryless surface with nonwandering set being the whole surface then T is expansive (see [3, Theorem A] ). So we may ask that if any minimal n/ℵ 0 -expansive t.d.s. is expansive? If this were done, then coupled with Theorem of Mañè we immediately have X is zero-dimensional.
LEVELS OF POSITIVE EXPANSIVENESS
It is a natural question as to whether a compact metric t.d.s. can admit an essentially positively n-expansive homeomorphism for any n ∈ N. In [14, Proposition 3.4] Morales gave a partial answer by showing that there is a t.d.s. (X , T ) which is positively 2 k -expansive but not positively (2 k − 1)-expansive for each k ∈ N. Motivated by this example we here display a complete solution. Proof. Note that when n = 1 it is just the classical positive expansiveness. Now Let n ≥ 2. To begin with we recall a concrete construction of Denjoy homeomorphism of the circle S 1 . Let α be an irrational number and T α :
It is well known that (S 1 , T α ) is minimal, i.e. the orbit closure of each point is the whole circle. Now fix x 0 ∈ S 1 , "blow up" each point of the orbit 
A well known result says that every Denjoy map h exhibits a unique minimal set M h which is isomorphic to a Cantor set, and in this case we have
To meet our needs, we modify the above construction by changing each I k to a set
. ., n − 1} with cardinality n. Denote the new space (which is a closed subset of Y ) as X and the homeomorphism is T = h| X . Next we shall prove that (X , T ) is essentially positively n-expansive with respect to the metric d| X . Let 0
Here Int(·) denotes the interior operation.
To check this, we first show Int(
without loss of generality we assume z 1 ∈ I i , z 2 ∈ I j for some i = j ∈ Z. As Φ δ [x] reduces to closed arc (possibly trivial) and 
That is (X , T ) is positively n-expansive for the above δ . Notice that by (a)(b) we also have l(h k (I 0 )) → 0 as k → ∞, so for any
A deep result in classical terms says that a compact metric space is finite once it carries a positively expansive homeomorphism, and several different proofs can be found in [9, 12] and the references therein. In Theorem 3.1 we have shown that this is not true in the positive n-expansiveness case, that is there is an infinite t.d.s. (X , T ) carrying positively n-expansive homeomorphism. But if additionally X is a countable space, we shall prove that the finiteness still holds. Now we make some preparations. Call a point x of X an accumulation point if x ∈ X \ x. The collection of accumulation points of X is said to be the derived set of X , write as X d . The derived set of X of order α is recursively defined by the conditions: Proof. Since X is countable, we can choose arbitrarily small radii such that the balls below are open and closed. Let d(X ) = α with α a countable ordinal and denote X (α) = {x 1 , . . . , x n }. By Theorem 2.6(1) each x i can be assumed to be fixed point.
Note that each B δ (x i ) contains countable infinite elements. Now we consider the following property
Here orb + (x, T ) = {x, T x, . . . } means the positive orbit closure of x under T . Since for any x, y ∈ Y i α we have for each l ∈ Z + ,
is not positively n-expansive for any n ∈ N. Next we would follow this idea to check the validity of P(α) by transfinite discussion. Assume that α is not a limit ordinal, that is α = β + 1 for some ordinal number β . Then two cases are involved: (i) X (β ) is pointwise periodic and (ii) there is a non-periodic point y ∈ X (β ) .
For the case (i), we claim that
On the other hand, by condition ( * ) we get Y i ⊃ X (β ) ∩ B δ (x i ) \ Z β , and note that X (β ) ∩ B δ (x i ) is countable infinite then so is Y i for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n. This case ends.
Now consider the case (ii). First we note that
is finite. Then combine with the fact T (X (β ) ) ⊂ X (β ) and the condition that y ∈ X (β ) is not periodic, we can declare that there exist m ∈ N and 1 ≤ i α ≤ n such that T m y ∈ Y i α , and then orb + (T m y, T ) ⊂ Y i α . As the cardinality of orb + (T m y, T ) is countable infinite, we have P(α) is true.
Assume that α is a limit ordinal number. Since γ<α X (γ) = X (α) , then there exists an ordinal γ 0 < α such that
And inductively we see
That is X (γ 1 ) ∩ B δ (x i ) ⊂ Y i and then P(α) is true. We are done.
Remark 3.3.
We point out that Theorem 3.2 actually presents a speical class of essentially positively ℵ 0 -expansive systems, and in this countable case, essentially positive ℵ 0 -expansiveness is equivalent to positive non-n-expansiveness for any n ∈ N. But in general they are not the same, for example see Corollary 2.8.
LEVELS OF EXPANSIVENESS
Parallel to the previous section, we naturally ask if there exist examples to distinguish all the levels of expansiveness. It is not hard to check that the example of Theorem 3.1 is essentially positively n-expansive but fails to be essentially n-expansive for any n ≥ 2. In fact it is expansive (to check Card(Γ δ [x] ∩ X ) = 1). In Let r ∈ N and U (s −r ), . . .,U (s r ),U (s ∞ ) be closed neighborhoods of s −r , . . . , s r , s ∞ in the plane respectively. Require
and call V as a neighborhood system of S. Assume a sequence {t i : i ∈ Z} ⊂ V with lim i→+∞ t i = lim i→−∞ t i = s ∞ . Fix d ∈ Z + . We say {t i : i ∈ Z} winds d-times around S (with respect to V ), if there is k ∈ Z + satisfying that
For brevity we denote w S ({t i : i ∈ Z};V ) = d. Here we remark that the conditions (a)-(c) have a small difference with the original ones in [8] , but they are still available for some well chosen sequence {t i : i ∈ Z}. The intention of this change will be revealed when consider the van der Waerden depth (see [11] ) later.
Consider a countable t. Proof. Note that the above t.d.s. (S, g) is expansive. Now let n ≥ 2. Assume M is any infinite subset of prime numbers and V is any neighborhood system of S. We shall construct a countable t.d.s. (X , T ) satisfying the following conditions:
T,V ), or there are n, and only n, pairwise disjoint orbits, say orb(x i , T ), i = 1, . . . , n, such that w S (x i ; T,V ) = w S (x j ; T,V ) for every 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n; (e) for any δ > 0, there exist y 1 , . . . , y n ∈ X such that Γ δ [y i ] = {y 1 , . . . , y n } for any 1 ≤ j ≤ n. It is easy to see that provided with the conditions above, (X , T ) is essentially nexpansive for any n ≥ 2. Now we give the construction. Denote M = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . } with p i = p j for any i = j. Choose a descending neighborhood systems family 
T is a homeomorphism and d(X ) = 2, X (2) = {s ∞ }. It is not hard to see that (X , T ) satisfies all the conditions and so it is the desired system.
In [8] Kato and Park showed that X admits an expansive homeomorphism if and only if its derived degree is not a limit ordinal number. We can improve this deep result to n-expansiveness case.
The following Lemma can be found in [8 Proof. Note that at the end part of the proof in Theorem 3.2, we in fact showed that if α is a limit ordinal number then X admits no n-expansive homeomorphism for any n ∈ N. So it remains to show the sufficiency. Assume α ≥ 2 is not a limit ordinal. As d(X ) = α we have X (α) = {a 1 , . . . , a n }. Let M be an infinite subset of prime numbers and V be a neighborhood system of S in the plane. Then we can construct a countable t.d.s.
, or there are n, and only n, pairwise disjoint orbits, say orb(
(e) for any δ > 0, there exist y 1 , . . . , y n ∈ X such that Γ δ [y j ] = {y 1 , . . . , y n } for any 1 ≤ j ≤ n. It turns out that P(2) is just the Theorem 4.1. Now assume that α = β + 1. We consider two cases: (i) β is a non-limit ordinal number; (ii) β is a limit ordinal number.
For the case (i), by induction we assume P(β ) holds and the aim is to prove P(α) holds too. Let M and V be given as described in P(α).
where the well-chosen V ′ i is a sufficiently small neighborhood system and can be asked to meet the constraints related to V i and p i later;
Note that the sequence {s j : j ∈ Z} ⊂ X i β and w S (s j ; T i β ,V ′ i ) = 1 for each i ∈ N and j = ∞. To ensure the n-expansiveness, for each i ∈ N by well choosing the above V ′ i we can find a continuous embedding ψ i :
It is easy to check that (X α , T α ) meets the conditions of P(α) and this case ends.
As for the case (ii), since P(β ) is not true as the necessity showed, then we assume P(γ) is true for any γ < β . We attend to show P(α) is true too. The proof of this case is similar to the above one, and for the sake of completeness we present the details.
Pick a well-ordered sequence of non-limit ordinals γ 1 < γ 2 < . . . such that lim i→+∞ γ i = β . Also, pick a descending family of neighborhood systems of S,
For each i ∈ N, we choose a continuous embedding φ i :
It is easy to check that (X α , T α ) fulfils the conditions of P(α) and we complete the whole proof.
Denote H (X ) all the homeomorphism on X . It is a metrizable space with metric defined by
T is an n-expanive homeomorphism}.
Then we have a direct corollary of Theorem 4.3. 
That is U is closed and T -invariant, then (U, T | U ) forms a subsystem and d(U ) = ℵ 0 . By Theorem 4.3 we know that T | U can not be n-expansive for any n ∈ N, and then neither is T by Remark 2.5(3).
Van der Waerden depth.
Another consequence of Theorem 4.3 is related to the notion of Van der Waerden depth, and to describe this we first recall some notions. Let (X , T ) be a t.d.s. and x ∈ X . We say x is a non-wandering point if for each neighborhood U of x there is n ∈ N with U ∩ T −n U = / 0. Write Ω(X , T ) the collection of all non-wandering points. It is well known that (Ω(X , T ), T ) forms a subsystem of (X , T ), and we can consider Ω(Ω(X , T), T ) in a natural way. Note that there exists a system (X , T ) such that Ω(Ω(X , T), T ) = Ω(X , T ) (see [8] for example). More generally, by induction we set
and Ω λ (X , T ) = α<λ Ω α (X , T ) if λ is a limit ordinal number. A well known conclusion says that descending family of closed subsets in compact metric space is always at most countable, so there exists a countable ordinal α satisfying Ω α (X , T ) = Ω α+1 (X , T ). Denote the depth of (X , T ) as depth(X , T ) = min{α : Ω α (X , T ) = Ω α+1 (X , T )} and call Ω α (X , T ) as the Birkhoff center of (X , T ). It is well known that there exists a t.d.s. (X , T ) with depth(X , T ) = α when α is a countable ordinal (see for instance [15] and [8, Corollary 2.7] ).
Similar as above, the authors in [11] introduced multi-non-wandering points and the van der Waerden center.
We say x is multi-non-wandering if for each neighborhood U of x and each d ∈ N, there is k ∈ N such that
Denote by Ω (∞) (X , T ) the set of all multi-non-wandering points. It is easy to see that (Ω (∞) (X , T ), T ) can form a subsystem of (Ω(X , T ), T ). Note that there also exists a system (X , T ) such that
α+1 (X , T ) and denote by depth(X , T ) the van der Waerden depth of (X , T ) defined as
The same reason as above we know depth (∞) (X , T ) is a countable ordinal number. Denote ℵ 1 the first uncountable ordinal number. 
Proof. We point out that the construction of Theorem 4.3 is just what we desired. Here we only check the case that α = 2, and the general case is similar.
Note that α = 2 is the above Theorem 4.1. Let X 2 = i∈N Y i ∪ S and T 2 : n m=1 {x i m, j : j ∈ Z}). On the other hand, B ε (x) {x i m, j : j ∈ Z} is a finite set for each m ∈ [1, n] and i ∈ N, otherwise by compactness there is another limit point distinct with s ∞ , a contradiction with the assumption that lim j→+∞ x i m, j = lim j→−∞ x i m, j = s ∞ . It implies that we can choose small 0 < ε 0 < ε such that B ε 0 (x) = {x} is an open set, and then x / ∈ Ω 1 (X 2 , T 2 ). Finally the arbitrariness of x yields X 2 \ S ∩ Ω 1 (X 2 , T 2 ) = / 0. Clearly s ∞ ∈ Ω (∞) 1 (X 2 , T 2 ) ⊂ Ω 1 (X 2 , T 2 ). Now consider s j ( j = ∞). As Proof. By Theorem 4.5 it remains to show the case that α is a limit ordinal number. Choose a sequence of non-limit ordinals α 1 < α 2 < · · · < α with lim i→+∞ α i = α. Note that for any δ > 0 the set {y ∈ X : d(T n 0, T n y) ≤ δ , ∀n ∈ Z} is countable infinite. That is what we need.
